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HEADQUARTERS
1ST MARINE BRIGADE (PROV), ROK

MPO 204, KOREA
20 February 1962

Since its very foundation, the motto of the 1st Marine Brigade
of the Republic of Korea Marine Corps has been "Combat Readiness In
Any Form Of Warfare And In Any Type Climate".

This Brigade under the direct operational control of the

I Corps (Group) has been privileged to participate in FTX "HAILSTORM II".
The objective, .of the exercise was to develop tactics and techniques
in guerrilla and anti-guerrilla operations. This is a subject which is
constantly drawing more attention from military tacticians throughout
the free world.

It is our pleasure and privilege to provide this after action
report in order to contribute something in the development of this
field.

I wish to express our appreciation to Lieutenant General
Hugh P. HARRIS, and his staff of I Corps (Group) for the professional
guidance provided to us. Also I wish to thank Major General K0 Kil
Hoon, Commanding General, First Marine Division, ROK for providing
an entire infantry battalion to serve as aggressors during the exercise.

KONG JUNG SHIK
Brigadier General, ROK Marine Corps

Commanding
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........ ..
CHAPTER! ...

INTRODUCTION

7 . General:

a. No matter what KHRUSHCHEV, the Russian says about peaceful co-ex-
istence cr MO TSE-TUNG, the Red Chinese exhorts on the inevitability of
war, the ambition of international communist to conquer the world will
remain the same except in its means ana procedures to reach its goal. As
long as the nations of the free world maintain their superiority over or
parity with that of the communist bloc, the communists will employ the
indirect approach. In other words an indirect invasion to achieve their
objectives is the better alternative to risking annihilation of modern
civilisation.

b. Upon termination of the World War II, the great aspiration and
world trend has been toward liberation and independence for so called.

oppressed races. Generally these people and countries have been oppressed
because, without sufficient economic necessities, they have been exposed
to hanger, poverty, pestilence and chaos. This situation prevails in
under-developed societies all over the world. As a result these countries
and' their people have become- the prime targets of indirect invasion by
communist imperialists.

c. Initially, the indirect invasion conducted by communists in the

Korean peninsula, was accomplished by overt guerrilla actions against the
Republic of Korea. The failure of the Reds' attempt in employing guerrilla
warfare, forced them to initiate the Korean conflict by. direct invasion
on 2/5 June 1950.

d. Since the end of World War II, there has been a great increase in
guerrilla activity throughout the world: in Greece, China, Indochina,
Malaya, the French Cameroons, Kenya, Cyprus, Hungary and Cuba. As a result,
guerrilla warfare has been treated as the monopoly of the communists.
During the Korean conflict and for an extensive period after the armistice,
futile guerrilla operations were conducted by the communists against the
Republic of Korea. .

e. In Indochina as well a s in Cuba, the success of the covert and
overt actions of communist guerrilla warfare resulted in gaining extra-
ordinary attention from the United States of America and the rest of the
free world. Resulting from this is a well known fact that there has been
earnest, sometimes even hysterical, study on counter measures against
Red guerrilla activity,

f

.

The Republic of Korea is the very out post of the anti-communist
front of the free world. It faces the Red Forces along a 155 mile front.

The First Marine Brigade (Provisional) of the Republic of Korea, part-
icipated in CPX "HAILSTORM I" in January and in FTX "HAILSTORM II" during
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5 through 8 February 1962. The objective of these exercises was to develop
guerrilla and anti-guerrilla operation tactics and techniques.

g. It is the purpose of this study to contribute to the development
of a doctrine in guerrilla and anti-guerrilla operations. This will be
done by summarising the actions, actual and constructive, carried out in
the preparation and execution phases of the "HAILSTORM" exercise.

This study will include our recommendations for future operations.

2 . Strategy and Tactics

:

a. Guerrilla warfare, with its hit-and-run tactics, raids, terrorism
and sabotage, mocks the formality which is the hallmark of the traditional
military profession. That a peasant or worker, armed with nothing but
musket or rifle, could pose a serious challenge to well-equipped and highly
trained professional troops was, for a long time-, scarcely deemed credible
by orthodox military tacticians. Yet guerrilla bands have shown their
military worth in the history of modern warfare. ("Notes on Guerrilla
War'- by Colonel V. NET, Page 5)

Quoting MAC TSE-TUNG, "Without a political goal, guerrilla warfare
must fail, as it must if its political objectives do not coincide with the
aspirations of the people and their sympathy, cooperation, and assistance
cannot be gained. The essence of guerrilla warfare is thus revolutionary
in character"

.

b« As MAO stressed upon the politico-military aspect and as Colonel
NEY on its unorthodox tactics, guerrilla and anti-guerrilla warfare enhance
the widest phenomenon both in strategy and tactics. The phenomenon extends
over the complete spectrum, from the dirtiest individual fight to the high-

ly modernized war of thought. The principles of guerrilla war, like those
of regular war, are immutable. They can be applied in a veriety of com-
binations. The guerrilla cannot ignore the general principles of military
stratogy which govern the choice of the objective, offensive operations,
the massing of force, the economy of force, mobility, the use of surprise,
the maintenance of security and the coordination of operations. In addition
to these, the guerrilla is governed by several criteria which are peculiar
to him: (1) the environment; (2) the unity of his movement; (3) community
support and security; (4) divisions of functions; and (5) proximity. (."Notes

on Guerrilla War" by Colonel V. NEY, Page 8)

c. Chapter II Aggressor Situation and its Operation, deals with the
activities of an aggressor force who attempt to exploit the general pri-
nciples and peculiar criteria of guerrilla warfare during operation "HAIL-
STORM II".

The Brigade conducted anti-guerrilla action bases on the general pri-
nciples of military tactics.

The basis of anti-guerrilla warfare is to deprive the guerrilla movement
of the principles of guerrilla war and to eliminate it or negate its
potential.

-2-



Anti-guerrilla operations may- be separated into three tasks. However,
they are so intimately related, that success in one task often depends on
progress in the others. The tasks are: ' (1) to defeat the guerrilla mil- -
itarily; (2) to break his connection with the civilian population^ (3)

and to re-establish governmental authority and social order. (Excerpt from
Marine Corps Gasette, January 1962, Guerrilla War and U. S. Military Policy:
A Study by Dr. P: PARET and Dr. J/W..SHY)

d. Chapters III and IV Friendly Situation," Its Operations and Support
Operations, -deal with the' activities of the 1st Marine Brigade (Provisional),
during operation "HAILSTORM II". These chapters cover the preparation and
execution to eliminate the aggressor force and guerrilla element on KANGHWA-
DO.'

"'

e. Chapter V Recommendation for Future Anti-Guerrilla Operation, will
summarize our experiences during operation "HAILSTORM II" and will contain
certain recommendations for future operations of this type.
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- CHAPTER II ' "\ , !, -

AGGRESSOR SITUATION AND OPERATIONS
"

1 . General :

a. The aggressor force on KANGHWA-DQ during -the operation was a
battalion of regular air-borrie infantry supported 'by' a well organized
Peoples Self Defense Corps. Additonal combat and logistic support Was
provided by the aggressor army north of the Han River Estuary. (See figure,
Page 7)

b. The aggressor operation was carefully planned, coordinated and
executed after years of preparation in consonance with the other military
operations.

c. The envirorment and proximity of KANGHWA-DO was favorable for
aggressor operations.

d. Geographic conditions on KANGHWA-DO and KIMPO peninsula are peculiar
to this area. The hydrographic conditions are particularly unusual.

KANGHWA-DO is 300 square kilometers, the third largest island in Korea.
Four groups of high hill masses generally form corridors from East to West
with dirt roads passable to motor vehicle running through them. The comm-
anding hill masses, ferry points, and KANGHWA town were considered the
critical terrain features.

Lack of dense forest and natural growth in cold weather presented
excellent observation and fields of fire to the attacker. Conversely these
factors were unfavorable conditions to the aggressor force. On the other
hand built-up areas presented favorable cover and concealment for aggressor
guerrilla elements. This enabled the aggressors to blend into the people
in the later phase of the operation.

Natural obstacles on the island consisted mainly of steep hills.
Hydrographic conditions coupled with the rapid change of tide in the YOMHA
and Han River Estuary plus floating ice blocks presented extreme obstacles-

both to attacker and aggressor ; The only ideal period for crossing the

YOMHA, which separates KANGHWA-DO from KIMPO peninsula
i was from one hour

before to one hour after high tide. Beaching sites were extremely limited
due to muddy steep beaches and irregular mud pads around the island. This
prevented free sailing of even small fishing boats exept during high tide.
Corridors and roads between the hill masses presented excellent avenues of
approach for mechanized units on the island while frozen rice paddies were
ideal avenues of approach for infantry especially during hours of darkness.

2. Preparation for the Initial Attack :

a. Preparations were mainly directed to propaganda and under ground
activities aimed toward ipuilding the island into a guerrilla base from
which to operate in the rear of the United Nations Forces.

-4-



b. Propaganda mainly consisted of loud speaker broadcasts and leaflets
from aggressor territory. These were directed toward the civil population
on KANGHWA-DO and the northern portion of KIMPO peninsula. The propaganda
objectives were to create dissent among the people, convince the citizens
to distrust the government, and impress on citizens the exaggerated super-
iority of the Communist society structure. It was clearly aimed. at the
destruction of community support to the local 'government officials and the
military forces of the Republic of Korea In' the area. .

' o
'

'-'

c. Underground activities were intensively carried out by river-borne
infiltration in order to build up under ground elements consisting mainly
of family and relatives of the deserters or hostages held in the Homeland
Aggressor territory* A reliable under ground organization on the- island
was established. This organization was generally disposed in local adm-
inistrative preciets. They established at least one agent in every village
and organization. It was the mission of the agents, to provide information
of the activities on the island. The ultimate aim of under ground activities
are clearly illustrated in the following words. .;?;.

"The element of duration makes a vast difference in the intricate »
structure of an under ground movement. If for example, it is based on the
assumption of protracted war, then the entire plan and strategy must be
radically different from one organized for a short term only. The main'
task in a longer war is one of preparation for a single, powerful blow in
the distant future.

To accomplish this most successfully, small, highly organized and
cleverly concealed units are best. These units' must be linked, -to circle
the concentric shells of broader organizations that come into being at
the climax of the. long war* Immediate plans call .only for the activity of
selected individuals, not depending upon each other and not bound together'
by a single planw No mass action is attempted > for the inevitable high
losses that attend such action are unwarranted. ( Jan KANSKL, The Story
of a Secret- State quoted by Colonel NEY's notes on Guerrilla War, page A.6-)

:

3. Initial Attack : On the morning of 27 January 1 962, the 5th Airborne ';'.
;l

Infantry Battalion, Homeland Aggressor Force under cover of air superiority
and fire support provided by the 7th Brigade dispersed along the opposite- '

\'j

bank of the Han River, and landed on the center portion of" KANGHWA-DO in u.:/

three-echelons. They quickly re-organized and forced friendly security ::.,-•,•

elements on the island to withdraw to parent units on the KIMPO peninsula..' -

By this time, approximately 60,9QO residents on KANGHWA-DO were already
evacuated to the mainland voluntarily or by persuasion of ROK civil
authority under the growing imminence of aggressor invasion of the Republic
of Korea. '••"-.

Major strength was quickly committed for the defense to seal off the
YOMHA. In the meantime, the reserve was mainly engaged to restore order

•

in the rear. (See figure 1, page. 7) '.
} .,,

The airborne battalion re-organized to carry out highly decentralized,
tasks by small units. (See figure 2, page 8) . ,

.','.''
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Intensive propaganda immediately followed in order to establish

military governmental authority and social order. Soldiers and under-
ground agents were the main target of their propaganda. Aggressor troops
assisted by local underground agents quickly routed out the local govern-
ment officials and wealthy people and put them under arrest. At the
same time their property was distributed to the poor. All of their initial
efforts were directed to. earn the earliest community support on the island.

4. Consolidation Phase :

a. Years of preparation brought forth the aimed result in a swift
manner. Every corner of the community on KANGHWA-DO, was politically
organized. The aggressors did not hesitate to resort to ruthless bloody
purges of uncooperative elements of relatives and ex-government officials
of the Republic of Korea. Double command channels, that is the political
line and the administrative line, were installed throughout the island.

b. Re-enlistment was begun of all male personnel between the ages of

17 and 55. The Peoples Self-Defense Corps was organized with 5,500 select-
ed males, The Corps consisted of a northern group and a southern group,
with 'smaller branch units.

=,1 c. Land reformation was swiftly begun. The fact that remaining
peasants could share the land orginally belonging to the refugees who left
their. homes in KANGHWA-DO, provided the profiteers more opportunity than
previously. The managers of the textile plants and all important social
positions were filled with the confirmed members of the communist party.

d. Propaganda, mainly directed to persuade the inhabitants on the
island of the superiority of the communist social. structure as well as'

their political and economic doctrines, was carried out. in. every >fy-on

(county). Commandant of the Peoples Self-Defense Corps was the Commanding
Officer, 5th Airborne Battalion. He was assisted by civilian deputy PARK
H00N, 52, a fanatic communist and the leader of aggressor underground act-
ivities on. KANGHWA-DO for years,. (See figure 2, page 8) The primary
mission of the Peoples Self-Defense Corps was to back up the regular force
on the island. A futher mission was to provide a potential guerrilla force

to be employed in the rear of the U.N. Forces. Personnel of the Corps
were immediately pressed into intensive training and gradually armed with
small arms imported from the homeland by sea. Agents exaggerated or falsely
reminded the people of corruption, misfits and loose discipline of the

government and armed forces of the Republic of Korea. At the same time the
agents stated that the government and Army of North Korea were of the

highest caliber.

e. Positive actions weretaken to establish close liaison with the

7th Brigade. Every effort was directed to contact their communist agents
operating in the rear of U. N. Forces.
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f . Meanwhile, field fortification works along the YOMHA and also

Observation Posts all. around the island. were constructed by the aggressor
force and .the People's Defense Corps. This was preperation" against
possible attack by. the 1st Marine Brigade (Provisional), ROK.

;

5. Succeeding Operation :

a. 1st day - 6 February 1962

(1) Against the attack of the 3rd Regimental Landing Team (minus),
two aggressor rifle companies along YOMHA, stubbornly resisted under the

cover of powerful artillery- and mortar fires rendered by the 7th Brigade.
Meanwhile, the rest of the aggressor troops and People's Defense Corps,
hastily built up their guerrilla base in hill masses along the secondary
line of resistance.

. (2) A considerable stock of main provisious, was procured on the
island. . Ammunitions was supplied from the 7th Brigade. Rations and ammunit-
ion were widely dispersed throughout the island to protect them against
the increasing air attack of the United Nations Forces.

(3) After giving up the YOMHA line, the aggressor force and People's
Defense Corps fell back to a secondary defense line which was backed by
their bases built in the hill masses. They initiated hit and run tactics
and started infitration generally along the line of contact. At the same
time they engaged' in subversion in the rear area of the 1st Marine Brigade
(Provisional), ROK. But subversion was extremely limited due to the over
whelming superiority of strength of the attacking- force and the relatively
compact area of the bridgehead line. Upon seizure of KANGHWA town, it

was revealed that many hostages had been massaered. The majority of civil
population had not been effectively brainwashed and they instantly ran out
to the streets and welcomed our Marines.

(4) Enemy re supply from the mainland to a supply point on the
northern coast of KANGHWA-DO was hampered by the United Nations Naval" and
Air Force operation as well as the obstacles of hydrography and tide con-
ditions.

b. Second day - 7 February 1962

(1) The aggressors made every effort to reorganize their scattered
units during the night of 6-7 February. They were successful in reorganiz-
ing not only the regulars but the irregulars as well. The underground
elements continued their subversive activity in the rear of the 1 st Marine
Brigade

.

...
(2) A penetration along the highway coupled with vertical envelop-

ment by the friendly force utilizing overwhelming fire power, armor and
mobility isolated and succeeded in pressing the aggressors into pockets
at Area 1 and Area 2. (See. figure 1, page 7) '

-
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(3) The aggressor supply pint at SANIPO was denied the enemy due

to the observed artillery fires of the 1st Marine Brigade, Considerable

aggressor casualties were inflicted due to harassing and interdiction

fires,

(4) The rugged hill mass presented an ideal defense position for
the aggressor forces.

(5) Subversion was conducted- all over the island. Communications
wire was frequently cut and the Brigade was forced to rely on radio.
Bridges and roads were damaged to slow down the armor and vehicles. MPs
at traffic control points and sentries in rear installations were attacked.
Agitated people were swarming in the streets of KANGHWA town asking for
immediate assistance. This created considerable confusion. Wells were
poisoned by throwing trash into them. There were clear indications that
school boys were the ones most effectively brainwashed by the aggressors.

By late afternoon, the major strength of aggressor forces was isolated
into two pockets at Area #1 and Area #2. The movement of friendly units
was extremely difficult because of the hilly terrain and the manner in
which the aggressor had taken advantage of it.

c. Third day - S February 1962

(1) Under cover of darkness some aggressor elements succeeded in
slipping through the line of envelopment and managed to hide in the hill
masses of Area #3 and Area #4 (See figure 1, page 7) under cover of dark-
ness. However, the majority of aggressor resistance was crushed by mopp-
ing up operations during the morning.

(2) By tight screening^ . the civil population and immediate imple-
mentation of civil government authority with the cooperation of friendly
residents on the island, aggressor subversion activities were reduced
considerably.

(3) Aggressor forces and guerrilla elements surrendered in mass
by noon. The Commanding Officer of the 5th Airborne Battalion was killed
by dissident guerrillas of Areas #3 and #4 were closely screened by the

Brigade. KANGHWA-DO was secured by late afternoon of the 3rd day after
the initial attack.

d. Causes for Failure by the Aggressors:

( 1 ) The general environment on the island was not too favorable for
aggressor activity. The maneuver area on KANGHWA-DO is too limited for
continuous guerrilla operation. The difficulties of resupply were real

problem. The aggressors were almost completely isolated not only because
of our air and sea superiority but also because of the surrounding hydro-

graphic and tide conditions. They had a relatively short period to organize
the island in order to aquire community support. There was a lack of
natural growth and nqtural camoflage due to the cold weather. Finally
there was a lack of obstacles to hamper the friendly force.

-10-



(2) Excerpt from "Guerrilla War and U. S. Military Policy: A Study",

"An Algerian rebel leader recently explained, the necessary conditions

for guerrilla warfare in terms of "terrain". He was using the word both

in an unconventional and ~ in its coventibnal, geographical "sense. Strat-
egically, irregulars need considerable space in which to pursue hit-and-
run operations successfully. MO, for example, has doubted whether ex-
tensive guerrilla warfare could ever occure in a country as small as
Belgium. Tactically, irregulars require rough country, with few people and
poor roads, difficult of access to their opponents". KANGHWA-DO is small,
with many people and roads that are possible.

(3) Quoting the words of Colonel NEY in his notes on Guerrilla
Warfare: "The environment which exerts a considerable influence, for
better or for worse, on guerrilla operations should not be conceived of
merely in geographical terms, however significant these may be. Environ-
ment also embraces climate, terrain, the road and communications net work,
local economic conditions, the location of villages and towns and the
attitudes of the indigenous population. Ethnic factors, too, are extremely
important. Language barriers, for example, can have a decided bearing
upon the effectiveness of guerrilla operation. Finally, the system of
religious belief-inaeed, the entire pattern of a people ' s culture - may
determine how a people will behave under the conditions of guerrilla war-
fare. Guerrilla operations are most successful, whenever- regular armies
are hampered in their movements by topographical obstacles such as jungles,
mountains, deserts and delta country. This unfortunately, is the type of
terrain which predominates in the greater part of the so called "grey area".

-11-



CHAPTER III

FRIENDLY SITUATION AND OPERATIONS

operar

Brigade

(1) To defeat the guerrilla militarily.

(2) To sever the guerrilla connection with the civilian population.

(3) To reestablish governmental authority and social order.

2. Pre D-Day Operations :

a. Intelligence operations were intensively conducted during this
period to clarify the true picture of the aggressor forces and guerrilla
elements on KANGHWA-DO. Refugees from the island were an excellent source
of information on aggressor organization, unit identification, disposition,
strength, supply, equipment and morale. The amphibious reconnaissance
platoon of the Brigade, photo reconnaissance, and careful study of terrain
and tidal conditions were utilized to confirm and collect information.

b. Psychological warfare mainly consisted of loud speaker and the air
dropping of leaflets. It was used to demoralize aggressor troops, prevent
the cooperation of civil population on KANGHWA-DO with the aggressors,
and give hope of imminent liberation from aggressor tyranny.

c* The Brigade Civil Affairs Section selected 200 able personnel
among the refugees and 25 national policemen from the island and prepared
to assist the military government to be established upon seizure of KANG-
HWA-DO. Additional rations, medical supplies and appropriations were
already on requisition.

d. Operation planning and preparation were commenced.

(1) Upon receipt of the operation order from I Corps (Group), to

conduct offensive operations and eliminate the aggressor force and guerrilla
element in the island, the Commanding General, 1st Marine Brigade (Prov-

isional), ROK, issued his initial directives. Commanding Officer, 3rd
Regiment was designated as Commanding Officer, 3rd Regimental Landing Team
(-) to lead the attack on KANGWHA-DO. (See figure 4, page 16)

(2) Concept of operation was as follows:

PHASE I: Under the cover of all available supporting arms,

3rd RLT will attack and seize initial bridgehead line with two infantry
battalions reinforced, employing organic LVT's and helicopters. Armor,
artillery and other heavy equipment will cross the YOMHA as soon as the

-12-



river is cleared of aimed small arms fire and the observed fires of mortar

and artillery.

PHASE II: With over whelming personnel strength, fire, armor

and mobility, the secceeding operation will be directed toward to isolat-

ing the aggressors and pressing them into pockets and eliminating them

piece meal. While consolidating the ground, action will be initated for

there establishment of military government. The 8 inch howitzer battery
in position is to be -used to augment Brigade artillery by conducting
counter battery fires. Helicopter units were ready while landing craft
were to rendezvous off shore in the YQMHA estuary. Rehearsals of heli-
copter and LVT units with assault units were completed. Troops were
indoctrinated in small unit training as well as anti-guerrilla operations.
As of 0900 on 5 February, the attacking force was in position prepared
to- attack on order. (See figure 1, page 7)

3. D-Day Operations- 6 February 1962

a. At 0700, during high tide, the 2nd BLT launched on attack on the
aggressor force in bridgehead #2. At 0730, 1st BLT, the main effort of
the 3rd RLT, attacked the aggressor in bridgehead #1 4 Both attacks were
covered by close air support and employed LVT's and helicopters to cross
the YOMHA and envelop aggressor troops. defending along the XOMHA. The
initial attack was on effective blow to the defending aggressors and forced
them to withdraw in disorganized formations.

b. As of 1300, the YOMHA was cleared and ferry operations by landing
craft commenced. As of 1830, all assault /troops, the Regimental GP,
tanks, artillery battalion (-) and other supporting units had crossed the
YOMHA and were in designated, positions. (See figure 3>, page 15)

c. Intelligence operations were carried out continuously with emphasis
on strict security measures. Security of rear area installation was en-
forced. The CIC Detachment screened civilians into friendly, neutral and
hostile elements and where necessary strict confinement was imposed. •••

Friendly personnel played on important role in classifying and"' apprehend-
ing hostile elements. Interrogation of prisoners and certain civilians was
begun in order to select and identify all possible guerrilla hideout areas.
Strict curfew from 1700 to 0800 the following morning was declared. Farm-
ers in vicinity of the line of contact and critical military installation
such as Command Posts and supply points were relocated.

d. 'The Civil Affairs' Detachment swiftly organized the people of the
occupied territory

. into the Country Defense Corps, and reliable leaders
were designated and put under the covert supervision of the CIC and- Nation-
al Police Detachment. All provisions such as rico .and wheat were, put unde^
strict ration' and distributed to families only. The reason for controll-
ing rations was aimed to avoid any excess in the hands of civilians, that
could be used for the underground and guerrilla elements.
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e. (1) Psychologifal Detachment played loud speakers to the people,
spread leaflets and put up posters declaring the liberation of the island;
the establishment of civil assistance and martial law; and news of the
victorious United Nations Forces' offensive operations not only on KANGHWA-
Dp but all <4wg 1^he ffcmtj 3-irte,

(2) Psychological- war was also aimed at the aggressor forces
and guerrilla elements; this effort exhorted surrender under safe conduct
cards; mentioned the futility of further resistance, and described the
crime they were committing against their native country.

f

.

Intensive patrolling and infiltration tactics were employed by
both sides. Deep in patrols by the amphibious reconnaissance platoon were
also conducted to collect information and to interdict the aggressor
efforts to carry resupplies from Area #3 to Area #1 and #2. Harrassing and
interdiction fires by 105mm Howitzers on KANGHWA-DO were directed to ident*
ified and also possible targets. The 8 inch howitzer battery fires were
directed to the targets on the opposite bank of Han River.

g. Preparations for the resumption of attack were carried out in
coordinated efforts of assault elements and supporting arms during the
night. The general out line of the operation plan was as follows:

(1) 1st Battalion reinforced with tank platoon, engineer plat-
oon and helicopter detachment, will conduct double and vertical envelop-
ment against the aggressor in Area #1

.

(2) 2nd Battalion reinforced with tank platoon, will conduct
frontal attack to encircle the aggressor in Area#2 and press them toward
the sea coast. (See figures 3 9 page 15)

(3) Brigade Light Aircraft Unit will conduct close surveillence
flights over aggressors attempting to escape from the encirclement.

(4) Amphibious reconnaissance platoon will cover the exposed
northern flank by patrol and will establish an observation post in Area

#3 to direct artillery fires on aggressor supply points and small craft

in SANIPO.

4. Post D-Day
l

Operation ;

a. At 0630 on 7 February, the 3rd RLT launched out in a resumption
of the attack in order to envelop and to isolate the aggressor force and
guerrilla element in Area #1 and Area #2. As of 1800, envelopment circle©
were pressing hard toward the center. The increased length of the supply
lines were threatened by aggressor guerrilla elements.. Frequent armored
motor patrols and continuous surveillence flights by light aircraft were
carried out. This kept pace with the assistance of the CIC Detachment,
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the Country Defense Corps and the National Police. By 1830 on 7 February,

the major strength of the 5th Aggressor Battalion was contained into Area #1

and Area #2. As of-1 100 on 8 February, mopping up operation in
Area #1 and Area #2 were accomplished. Area #3 and Area #4 contained a
rifle platoon of guerrillas scattered in disorder. This force was eliminat-
ed on the afternoon q£ the 3 February

t

b. Screening of residents was gradually tightened to seek out the
possible hideouts of aggressor underground agents in the reoccupied
territory. A process of classification and the accommodation of war
prisoners into regular and irregular was begun. In turn, these
personnel were classified into fanatic, reluctant, and forced elements.
Searching for and prohibiting the possession of arms in civilian hands
were also enforced.' Only a minority of highly reliable groups were armed
with small arms.

c. Massing of artillery fires aimed at the aggressors in the compressed
pockets gained maximum effectiveness. The SANIPO aggressor supply point
was almost completely denied the enemy due to the constant destruction by
Harrr ssing and Interdiction fires. These fires were controlled by the
reconnaissance element. Counter battery fires also continued.

d. Loud speakers were played and leaflets were dropped on aggressor
elements during breaks in the fighting. This effort exhorted the aggressors
to surrender by describing the futility of further resistance. Propaganda
toward civil population to impress on them of the imminent defeat of the
aggressors was purposely conducted. This took such form as displaying the
evacuation of prisoners and captured material as it was moved to the rear.

e. Civil assistance activities increased by the mobilization and
procurement of needed supplies on the island. Free medical care, re-
distribution of provisions, fire wood and coal was actively conducted.
Well screened laborers were employed to provide needed labor. The Country
Defense Corps organized, better security for the villages and towns.
This effort hampered the hide out tactics of aggressor underground agents.
Reorganization of society in every field was carefully undertaken.

5* Causes of Initial Victory:

a. By 1800 on, 8 February, KANGHWA-DO was well secured and the major
strength of the 3rd RLT commenced preparing for successive operations..

The main causes of initial victory may be pointed out as follows:

(1) The overwhelming strength in personnel, fire, armor and
mobility.

(2) Timely attack prior to aggressor consolidation of the island.

(3) Effective operation of civil affair to restore community
support in the island.
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(4) Strict discipline and thorough indoctrination and training
of individual Marines and the small unit leader in anti-rguerrilla warfare..

6. Small Unit Tactics ;w . i» m i I,,

i

n . i i i. ,i m ii <yyf—

—

a. General ;
'

1 1
.

i
1

, i

(1) "Obviously the key to successful anti-guerrilla operations
rests on the leadership and combat abilities found at the platoon and
company level. The same tactics that win conventional battles will provide
a foundation for the more specialized tactical principles included in
destroying guerrilla force". (The Company Fights Guerrillas by Capt.
J. B. WILKINSON, USMC in Marine Gazette, January 1962)

(2) During the operation typical small convoy, ambush patrols
and combat patrols employed the schemes outlined in the illustration.
(See figure 6, page 21 ) It was established that the most important
factor is the individual Marine, well trained and devoted to his cause.
He must be capable of protecting himself while at the same time seeking
out and destroying the guerrilla.

b. Small Convoy ;

(1) To hostile guerrillas, the unarmed friendly convoy, presented
the most desireable and worthwhile target for them to attack.

(2) Armed and protected convoys, were stressed throughout the
operations using all available communications nets to keep higher echelon
informed of the situation. Moreover, the convoy leader organized his unit
into two groups to be employed either as an attacking element or as a
holding element in case of a guerrilla attack. (See figures 5 and 6, page

21, Excerpt from The Company Fights Guerrillas by Capt. J. B. WILKINSON,
USMC)

(3) Re supply by helicopters certainly reduced the burden and
hazard involved in supporting units in isolated areas and in forward
positions. However, one thought must be paramount. Due. to the scarcity
of helicopters, every effort must be expended to protect then from
becoming casualties of enemy ground fire. To do this helicopter approach
and retirement lanes and landing sites must be closely screened for the
presence of enemy troops.

c. Patrolling ;

(1) Guerrilla warfare due to its basic characteristics cherish
the merits of raids, ambush and the "fade away". They prefer this for
more than conventional units who rely on all weapons, equipment and support
available. Against elusive guerrilla targets, friendly patrols conducted
mostly by the amphibious reconnaissance unit moved deep into aggressor
territory. These troops were well picked infantry with the lightest equip-



ment. By waiting in ambush they were highly effective in forcing the

guerrillas to take the defensive . As a result it prevented contact
between adjacent guerrillas. As a further bonus, these deep patrols
eventually added more active security to friendly units and installat-
ions.

d • Ambush Patrols .

( 1 ) Ambush patrols were employed both in forward and in rear
areas. They proved highly effective. Careful study of terrain presented
the most likely avenue of approach to be used by guerrillas =, Well co-

ordinated, stealthy, and patient action of friendly ambush patrols acquired
the most results with the least danger from aggressor counter measures.
(See figures 7 and 3, page 22)

e « Leadership: Leadership in small units is highly essential for
the success of anti-guerrilla operations. Needless to say, squad and
platoon leaders should be well trained in map reading, terrain analysis,
communications, explosives, mines and handling prisoners.

e . Encirclement and Envelopment :

(1) In anti-guerrilla operations, small units such as a company
and platoon are frequently required to conduct an encirclement or envelop-
ment either independently or as an element of a higher unit. (See figures

9 and 10, page 23)

(2) During "HAILSTORM II", the principle described in situation
1 of the illustration was employed at Area #1 . The principle in situation
2 was employed at Area #2 with some modification to fit the Brigade '

s

capability and the situation.
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CHAPTER IV

SUPPORT OPERATIONS

1 • General : To support a friendly assault unit operating against an
extremely elusive enemy., who has either blended into a neutral civil
population or a hideout in rugged nnaccessible terrain, presented many
difficulties in combat and service support. The lack of a front line or
line of contact as defined in terms of conventional warfare , creates on
extreme burden on the combat and service support units. Compounding the
difficulties of the primary mission is the problem of protecting them-
selves from an enemy who considers the disruption of support service
to be of as much, if not more, importance than an assault on infantry
units. This situation demands special tactics, techniques and consider-
ations which are usually neglected in conventional warfare.

2. Combat Support :

a. Employment of Supporting Arms 4

(1) The most difficult problem during the operation was target
aquisition data. Widely dispersed and rapidlj^ fading guerrillas blended
easily into the civilian population. This required a more accurate system
of target data and some times a ruthless method of creating unwanted
casualties. Another major problem was the defense against the guerrilla
threat especially during darkness.

b. Field Artillery:

(1) During the operation, field artillery played one of the most
important roles on KANGHWA-DO. In this instance, the batteries, from
initial positions could deliver fires on practically every sector of the
island , However, to do so, the situation forced the artillery to perform
fire missions by battery and plattons with only occasional direction by
Battalion FDC.

(2) The extremely decentralized control disclosed the insufficiency
of communications that exists between the forward observer and the Battery
Fire Control. (See figure 11, page 24) This in turn, hampered the rapid
delivery of fires on a very elusive target. Fires controlled by air
observers were directed and coordinated by Battalion FDC. This was high-
ly effective for massing of fires on an area with densely infested guerril
-las. Target pursuit charts were maintained at Battery and Battalion FDC.
These charts traced the elusive guerrilla elements as they attempted to

disappear into built-up areas or to their base of operations. The pursuit
charts were highly effective. The guide line of field artillery missions
performed during the operation is subsequently summarized in the following
article

.
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"The objective in this counter-guerrilla operation are three. First,
isolate the guerrilla force from the rest of the population. Artillery
can support this objective by using interdiction fires along exit and
entrance routes to the guerrilla base, if they are known. If guerrillas
are isole^d. an4 circled., th^ey, wi,^ attempt tq break out by any route,
in small bands or even signgly. ftf&Sf' 9?papeus will not provide lucrative
artillery targets, but neither wi.ll they be very effective as an enemy.
The second objective is to deny the guerrillas any contact with outside
help. Deny the guerrilla his source of supply, and he will have to
procure his own food and fabricate his own equipment. The third object-
ive is to proceed with the destruction of the guerrilla force. In this
phase, the artillery will come into its own. There will be more fire
power available, as the area dominated by the guerrilla is compressed,
and the traditional concepts of targeting and massing of fires can be
employed. (Excerpt from Artillery Trends August 1961, Captain C. R.

LEACH, USA, Special Warfare Part I - The Guerrilla)

c. Close A ir__ Support :

(1) Close air support during the initial attack along the XOMHA
on D-Day was highly effective in neutralizing aggressor artillery and
mortars disposed along the riverline. The mere existence of friendly
air supremacy in the area, played a great role in the effort to isolate
KANGHWA-DO from outside assistance. It also provided complete freedom
of air observation during day and night. Napalm was very effective against
guerrillas hiding within densely vegetated areas. A minimum number of
fighters on station even though costly would have gained worth while results
against the elusive guerrillas.

(2) MAY radios, the communication equipment to control close
air support for the Brigade, was used the least. The actual air strikes
were called by the Air Ground Liaison Team from higher headquarters.
The ANGLICO Platoon (Air-Naval Gunfire Liaison Company) of the Brigade
which is the unit equipped with the MAY radio, had little participation
in the exercise because of the ROK Air Force SOP that requires that close
air support strikes can be controlled by Air Force pilots only. Pilots
of light aircraft who have had training, are qualified as forward air
controllers. In anti-guerrilla warfare high performance aircraft without
qualified forward sir controllers within the assault unit provide only
an air show. There is little possibility of success against a target so

expert in camoflage and deception.

d. Naval Gunfire: The fact that the Naval Forces Korea were
operating with naval supremacy assisted greatly our effort to isolate
KANGHWA-DO from support by aggressor forces on the mainland. Aggressor
water borne traffic was extremely curtailed. Occasionally a fishing boat
or small craft attempted to land supplies and personnel during darkness
and at high tide. These attempts proved futile.
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Hydrographic conditions surrounding KANGHWA-DO were haz&dous for
naval ships of the size of a destroyer escort or larger. As a result
this type ship was limited in the Naval Gunfire Support it could provide.
Torpedo patrol boats and other gun boats were highly effective in
denying the enemy sea access to the island. The Brigade ANGLICO team
was almost solely utilized for liaison to co-~ordina.te ...the- -activities of
naval units and ground units in the area.. - -

The possible role of naval forces during the operation, is clearly
reflected in the work of Colonel NET, ."Notes on Guerrilla War ,!

, Page 10.

"In seeking supplies, access to the sea may be just as ' advantageous as
physical continuity with a. friendly country* .This is especially true
if the guerrilla war is waged in an independent island country which
possesses no navy of its own, as, for example/ in Cuba, where rebel leader,
FIDEL CASTRO, has been able to make arms deals in the United States.
Access to the sea, however, may have only marginal or diminishing value
for guerrilla forces fighting against an opponent who controls the high
seas". ', .'.

e. Nuclear Weapon : Attention and preparation against aggressor
CBR weapons attack was carried on throughout the operation. In turn,
target aquisition data for possible use of friendly nuclear weapons
was constantly being accumulated. Aggressor guerrillas compressed into
circles were the prime target for the friendly low yield nuclear Weapons.
The use of nuclear weapons was considered only when the mopping up anti-'

,

cipated unpermissable delay or useless sacrifice of friendly human lives..

Troop leaders were well indoctrinated to withdraw from the target area
if and when nuclear weapons were to be used. Fortunately, the operation.
was carried out without using any nuclear weapons in KANGHWA-DO.

f. Tanks and LVTs:
J

( 1

)

Tanks provided only "across the river" fire support during
Phase I. They played a much more important role during Phase II. With
their fire power, armor and mobility, tanks spearheaded infantry in pen-
etration, and movement to the line of encirclement., The tanks also provided
excellent cover to marching columns. Tank-Infantry tactics served to
play a more important role in this type operation than they would in more
conventional warfare. This was true because of the aggressors' very
limited capability In the use of anti-tank mines and weapons. Tanks
rendered fire support and cross country mobility to infantry overcoming
anti-personnel obstacles, On the other hand the infantry closely prot-
ected tanks from guerrilla infiltration especially during darkness.
Tanks also provided a great the, psychological shock to the guerrillas.

(2) LVTs, during Phase I, were employed mainly in the river
crossing. During Phase II, the limitation on LVTs which prohibit their
employment as an armored unit was lessened due to the lack of anti-tank
weapons of guerrilla elements. The LVTs provided infantry with excellent
mobility, protection against small arms, plus the supporting fires of two
machine guns organic to each LVT. They were used as armed nobiio dumps
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closely moving with infantry. The LVTs also provided the transportation for
evacuation of personnel and materials. LVTs with its space, mobility,
armor, fire, communication equipment, are excellent CPs whenever other
installations are not available. Not with standing the important roles
and contributions rendered by the tanks and LVTs we must allow that their
successful employment was due greatly to the topographical characteristics
of the island as well as the guerrilla's limited anti-tank capability.
We must bear in mind the history of unsuccessful employment of amphibian
vehicles in Indochina. This is illustrated in "Street Without Joy" by
Dr. Bernard B. FALL in the Marine Corps Gazette, January 1962. Dr. FALL
states as follows: '•Th^ree squadrons of alligators (LVTs) were formed and
committed as the break through force, since they were both armed and armored.
One platoon of six LVTs were armed with howiters providing the group with
its own mobile artillery. The alligator, much heavier and armored, took
well to the water but was to heavy on land for its fragile tracks and
relatively weak engine Also, it could not travel great distances on land
but had to be transported on special tank carriers, since it was too big
and too heavy to be transported on trucks."

g. Light Aircraft : Air observation was mainly directed to: (1)
maintain close surveillance of guerrilla movement (2) control artillery
fires and (3) distribute propaganda material. A double observation system
by a team of two aircraft was maintained. It performed very well. This

System was much more effective in providing timely information than if
one (1) plane had been used. To keep informed of elusive guerrilla units,
an air observation net is mandatory. The lack of such a net exposed a
further shortcoming in present equipment. The S-2's from regiment , bat-
talion and artillery units as well as leaders of deep in patrols and
ambushes should all be required to join with the air observation net.
Spot reports on enemy situation were of much more importance than in a

conventional operation. Intelligence situation maps were filled with
red X's according to the spot report from air instead of the disposition
of enemy aggressor platoons, companies and battalion as is normal.

h. Engineer and Shore Party : Combat engineer units operated close-

ly with infantry on the basis of one engineer squad to e ach rifle company
in the assault. The engineers assisted in detecting, marking and remov-
ing booby traps, mines, explosives and other obstacles. Special techniques
and care were required to get rid of nuisance booby traps and explosives.
Shore Party operations were mainly directed to the ferry operation and to
the support of the helicopter-borne unit. They also augmented the operation
of engineer units. Its capability to perform continuous logistic support
in isolated a reas as well as at the bridgehead played an important role
during the operation. The Shore Party is a specialist unit that is org-
anized and equipped to move personnel and equipment under the most hazard-
ous of conditions of combat and terrain.

3. Service Support :

a. Logistic and administrative activities are prime targets for
hostile guerrilla bands. During "HAILSTORM" every effort was made to

,
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protect service support units from harrassment by the aggressor^guerrillas.
(See figure 11 , page 24) The widely dispersed operations conducted by the

combat units placed an additional burden .

'on our limited service support
capabilities. ,

b. All problems of supply, evacuation and hospitalization, transport-
ation and service were closely related and integrated into combined efforts
to meet- the

;
peculiar situation during the operation*

(1) To lessen the burden of cooking rice "C" rations consisting
of three meals of biscuits and canned fish were issued to individual Marines
in the assault echelon. The desire to keep the individual Marine highly
mobile was contradicted by the requirement of the individuals capability
to carry for considerable period the ration and water, equipment, first
aid kit and ammunition he required. The importance of the individual
Marine to fight while subsisting on a minimum of rations and water is
mandatory. The individual must carry sufficient ammunition so that he
can pursue the enemy for an extended period, fighting each time contact
is made. The food and water he carries must not detract from his ammunition
load, ''•';.; -.*''

Resupply was conducted f rom relatively secure supply points to the
place needed by helicopters and convoys of armored trucks. Helicopters
were used to resupply for the troops located deep in aggressor* territory,
mainly relied on long range radios, lighter but as" efficient as AN/pRC 9
were desireable for deep in patrols and units in vertical envelopment.
The AN/GRC 9 can call artillery fires and close aire supports. The AN/pRC
6 was efficient for patrols in' short range, but the PRC 10 was the minimum
requirement of this purpose for widely dispersed rifle platoons i Radio
relay provided by I Corps (Group) was highly efficient for dommunication
between the Brigade Command Post on KIMPO peninsula and the 3rd RLT Command
Post on KANGHWA-DO. The radio relay presented the least vulnerability
against guerrillas interdication.

(2) Evacuation of casualties also presented a problem. The

transportation of casualties was constantly threatened' by the attack of

guerrillas do not bind themselves to the Geneva Convention. Large masses
of prisoners of war, including wounded,presented a tremendous burden of

feeding, guarding and billeting.. ... Eventually the problem was presented
of how to treat the irregula who overtly neglected the Geneva Convention
and by doing so sought uncivilized opportunities to harm their opponents.

(3) Service. of damaged weapons and equipment in forward areas
was another problem. Repair of small arms by the individual Marine and
Nan-Commissioned Officer in small units is highly desirable to meet
immediate requirement. They should not hesitate to cannibalize or utilize
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CHAPTER V

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE OPERATIONS

f* General : The soldier of the. free world, must be prepared to meet
any threat or war of any type that coi^d be thrust on him by Red
aggressors. Especially under the growing tension and pressure of un-
conventional invasion, we must know, be trained, equipped and experienced
in its special application. We can do this only through ceaseless effort.

2. Training ;

a. Schools:

(1) A patrol and reconnaissance school in a Brigade or Division
is recommended for company grade officers and non-commissioned officers.
The curricula for such training should be directed along the line very
much similar to amphibious reconnaissance or the ranger school of the
U. S. Army. This school must be the spring board to train everybody in
hand to hand combat, raids, ambush, security, patrolling, night operations,
offensive and defensive combat; The- enemy that a rifleman must locate,
identify and then destroy is an experts in camouflage and all. sorts' of
deceptive tactics and tachniques. "That enemy is a guerrilla..- A rifleman
who can vanquish a guerrilla can acquit himself in any battle. .

(2) An Air Observation School periodically held in the Marine
Corps, should enlarge the scope to include an Observation School for
infantry small unit leaders, forward observers of mortar and artillery

(3) It is strongly recommended that ROft Marine officers and non-
commissioned officers be sent to Okinawa to undergo trai^g in guerrilla
and anti-guerrilla operations.

done by the Brigade, and we have reaped considerable results.
.
An examples

of a board of study is follows . -
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The president of the committee provides the subject and guide lines.
The subcommittees conduct study and seminars.' The duputy consolidates
the study. Then the committee discusses the Whole problem under the

supervision of the president. The secretary completes the work by org-
anizing it into a study, a report or a book as appropriate.

3. Equipment :

a. In the conduct of anti-guerrilla warfare, rifle company should
be equipped with radios as pointed out in "The Company Fights Guerrillas"
by Captain J. B. WILKINSON, USMC, the Marine Corps Gazette, January 1962.

NUMBER EQUIPMENT

AN/GRC 9

AN/PRC 10

RANGE FUNCTION

Voice 10 miles Use on the battalion
CM 30 miles tac net may be

jeep-mounted or
man packed.

3-5 miles Use on company
tac net, to replace
AN/PRC 6

1 - Company CO
1 - Each rifle Pit.
1 - Reserve

RC-292
Antenna

Use by company
CO to communicate
with platoon/
squad patrol.

These radios are recommended for each rifle company as an interim
solution* Additional radio operation will be required to obtain maximum
efficiency from this equipment. More CW operators will be. needed on
the battalion level for assignment to rifle companies. Within the
company, the ideal way to insure a well run company tac net is to have
one Marine in each squad qualified to operate the AN/PRC 10*

b. The qualities of existing radio equipment in batteries of mortar
and artillery units proved fairly good by the quantity should be increased.
For an example, three forward observers from a 105mm howitzer battery,

.

,

on the basis of one to each rifle company," were often not sufficient to
accompany the various patrols that had a use for them. It is recommended
that at least two more forward observers with e quipment be added to each -,

105mm howitzer battery.

c. The air observation net should be d eveloped to the greatest
extent possible. This can be done by careful study, training and equipp-
ing. The spot reports may well be the most reliable source of infor-
mation that can be acquired in the tactical sense.
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d. Silent weapons such as daggers, jungle knives, and hooks as well
as submachine guns and carbines, should be reconsidered to fit into the
present table, of equipment.

e. "C" rations are very nourishing but for the Korean rifleman use
to living on rice and without previous experience with western foods, they
are apt to be (strangely enough) inadquate and luxurious at the same time.
Therefore, use of "C" rations should be included in training and improve-
ment of such kind of HC" rations fitted to the taste of a specific race,
would be more useful in the future.

4'. Miscellaneous Comments :

a. Changes and modifications of existing policy and procedures in
close air support are strongly recommended. The field artillery fre-
quently delivers fires at the request of personnel other than a designated
Forward Observer. Frequently, assault unit leaders call artillery fires
when a Forward Observer is not present. Similarly, the control of fighter
aircraft should not be authorized only for the elite of the Air Force.
ANGLICO personnel are available and can and should act as Forward Air
Controllers.

b. All available communications should be fully exploited for eff-
ective and worthwhile results by close air support. Future study and
coordination between ANGLICO of the Republic of Korea Marine Corps and
respective branches of the Air Force and Navy is recommended.

5. Conclusion :

a. In 'the present Marine Corps of the Republic of Korea, practically
all officers above Lieutenant Colonel have directly participated in anti-
guerrilla operations. First in CHEJU-DO in 1949 before the Korean
conflict and later at YONGDOK in 1951 during the Korean conflict.

There are extreme requirements regarding unconventional war as
illustrated in "U. S. .News and World Report > ?5 May 1961", page 37.
This article states: "that today's wars are being won by propaganda,
subversion, infiltration and guerrillas. Nuclear weapons are on the
shelf, ready for a war that does not come. Meanwhile, there are re-
quirements on the balance of conventional and unconventional war".
Dr. Peter PARET and Dr. John W. SHY wrote in the January 1962 issue of the
Marine Corps Gazette wrote an article on "Guerrilla War and U. S. Military
Policy" t . They stated as follows: "For too long, nuclear weapons have
monopolized the nation.*s intellectual energies and material resources..
But just as many people have tended in the past to regard a certain
weapon or a doctorine, whether "massive retaliation" or "limited war" as
the single solution to our military problems, there is now a danger that
such tendencies will shift toward the guerrilla and subversion. The time

has come, however to balance the dicussion. We need to analyze what we
have learned about guerrilla operations and to clarify our .thinking
about the relation of guerrilla warfare to American foreign and military
policy."
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b. The Republic of Korea Marine Corps facing the threat of a potential
communist indirect invasion on the Korean peninsula must maintain the

highest combat readiness in any type of warfare. This can be accomplished
through continuous study and training coupled with our vivid experiences
in guerrilla warfare.

c. Quoting the article written by Major Mechael SPARK, USMC in
•Guerrilla, Small Wars, and Marines" (Marine Corps Gazette, January 1962):
"The Corps has always held to the vital doctorine that all Marines must
be qualified as infantrymen. Therefore, in guerrilla situations our combat
service and support units are inherently capable of self defense . If

necessary, they can also undertake any anti-guerrilla tasks that don't
demand a high level of infantry unit training. This gives termendous
tactical flexibility to Marine Commanders. He can husband his infantry
for the offensive blows which alone can crush guerrillas. Moderate
refinements in training, techniques and equipment can make us even more
effective in that role. These adjustments can be made without detriment
to other Marine Corps missions".
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"We present this article with a humble but proud

heart as the unit which conducted the largest scale

maneuver of an anti-guerrilla operation since the

armistice in Korea 1953"
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Odserving oprations during HAILSTORM II are General Guy S. MELOY, Commander-in-Chef, U. N.

Command in Kor-a and Lieutenant Gensral Hugh P. HARRIS, Commanl'ng Genral, I Corps (Group).
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General Guy S- MELOY, Commander-in-Chief, U.N- CmmancI in Korea and Lieutenant General Sung

Eun Kim, Comman [ant, ROK Marine Corp?, observing battle ground.
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Troop Conduct River-Crossing Opsrat.on by LVT.
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Guerrillas encircled and Pressed into a Pocket.
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